Diagnosis and diagnosability analysis using PEPA
Luca Console, Claudia Picardi, Marina Ribaudo
Abstract. In this paper we propose the use of process algebras as
powerful frameworks for model-based diagnosis. In fact, they provide machinery and tools for building component-oriented models,
for characterizing and computing diagnoses, and for analyzing properties such as the diagnosability of the system under investigation.
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Abstract representation of the running example

1 Introduction
The definition of frameworks for characterizing diagnosis attracted
a lot of attention in the model-based reasoning community (see e.g.,
chapt. 2 of [7] or [2, 5]). These frameworks have been used to provide a semantics for diagnostic problem solving and to analyze its
properties (e.g., its computational complexity). Moreover, they have
been used to analyze properties of the system to be diagnosed, e.g.,
studying the suitability of different types of models [21] or sensor
placement for diagnosability [20] or, more generally, diagnosability
[18].
Although logic is the formalism most frequently used in AI
frameworks for diagnosis [15, 14, 4], the comparison with other
formalisms such as FDI techniques [12] or discrete event systems [17, 16], is attracting increasing attention. Indeed, there is a
tradition in the use of discrete event systems for modeling physical
systems and for analyzing their functional properties [11, 13], their
performance [8, 1], reliability and fault tolerance [10]. However, only
in a few cases these approaches have been used in the context of diagnosis [18, 16].
In this paper we propose the use of process algebras for modeling physical systems, characterizing their diagnoses and analyzing
their diagnostic properties. Process algebras (and, specifically PEPA
– Performance Evaluation Process Algebra [8]) are expressive languages which enable the high-level definition of complex systems,
supporting a component centered modeling paradigm. Equivalence
notions, which can be used to compare models, have been formally
defined and some extensions of the formalism include sophisticated
models of time (time, however, is out of the scope of this preliminary work). Moreover, tools are available for model specification
and analysis (both qualitative and quantitative).
In the paper, after a brief sketch of PEPA (Sec.3), we show how
this algebra supports the modeling of complex physical systems
(Sec.4) and the characterization of diagnosis (Sec.5). In Sec. 6 we
show how the formalism can be applied to investigating diagnosability of a physical system, given the available sensors and the assumptions made in the model. Finally, Sec. 7 provides conclusions and
comparisons.
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2 A running example
In this section we introduce a simple device (see Fig.1) that we shall
use as a running example throughout the paper. It is formed by a
pump 6 which delivers water to a tank 718 via a pipe 6:9 ; another
tank ;:< is used as a collector for water that may leak from the pipe.
For the sake of simplicity we assume that the pump is always on and
supplied of water.
The pump 6 has three modes of behavior: ok (the pump produces
a normal output flow), leaking (it produces a low output flow) and
blocked (no output flow). The pipe 6:9 can be ok (delivering to the
tank the water it receives from the pump) or leaking (in this case
we assume that it delivers to the tank a low output when receiving a
normal or low input, and no output when receiving no input). The
tanks 718 and ;:< are always in mode ok, i.e., they simply receive
water.
We assume that three sensors are available (see the eyes in Fig.1):
=?>@5ACB
measures the flow from the pump, which can be normal
>@5A
>J/KJ#>L?M
@
G ), or zero ( I5E G );
measures the level
(D3E#FHG ), low (
>Q@#A
of the water in 78 , which can be normal (D3E#FONQP ), low (
NQP ), or
@
>J/KJ#>QSUT
zero ( IRE NP );
records the presence of water in ;:< , either
J&WX
W\X
) or absent (YZ/[ ).
present (V?E
A PEPA model of this device is presented in Sec.3. For the sake
of simplicity we start by abstracting dynamics; we then show how
dynamic behavior can be naturally modeled. In particular, we first
consider a stateless abstraction in which the level of water in the tank
depends only on the input to the tank; we then discuss a more accurate model in which the level is a “state variable” whose change
depends on the input. On the other hand, we regard time as a sequence of states (events), without any metric (see the discussion in
[2]).

3 PEPA
In this section we briefly introduce the syntax of Performance Evaluation Process Algebra (PEPA) [8], an algebraic description technique
based on classical process algebras [9, 11] and enhanced with timing
information. This extension results in models which can be used to
calculate performance measures as well as deduce functional properties of a system.

^

4 Modeling a physical system

PEPA supports a compositional approach to modeling: the component types occurring in a system are modeled in isolation; then the
structure of the system is described as a composition of component
instances.
The components execute activities Y`_ba-ced4ERf . Each activity is
represented by two pieces of information: the label or action type,
chgji , which identifies it, and the activity rate E which is the parameter of the negative exponential distribution function expressing
its duration. The set of possible action types includes a distinguished
type, k , which denotes internal details and provides an important abstraction mechanism. The restriction to negative exponential distributions allows the derivation of Markov processes and the computation of performance measures starting from PEPA models. However,
since timing information is not considered in this paper, we will omit
action rates—and their implications—in the following discussion.
PEPA uses a small set of operators for the specification of language expressions2 . The grammar of the language is shown below,
the names and the meanings of the operators are informally presented
referring to the example of Sec.2.
l
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In component oriented approaches to model-based diagnosis, the
model of a physical system is usually divided in two parts:
1. A model of the behavior of each component type. In particular, for
each component, we recognize: a-Yf a set of behavioral modes,
including the correct ok mode and a set of fault modes; a-Z!f a
set of interface variables, corresponding to input/output to/from
the component; a-!f (possibly) a set of state variables; a-f a set
of relations between the variables that describe, for each mode,
the behavior of the component. Such a behavior is described in a
context independent way, i.e., independently of the role that the
instances of the component type may play within the system.
2. A model of the structure of the system, i.e., the enumeration of the
component instances and their connections.
These types of models can be easily expressed using PEPA. The behavior of each component type in the example of Fig.1 can be described as a nondeterministic choice between the various modes. For
each mode, we define a set of equations (Fig.2) that specify the relations between the component variables. In particular, the actions
of PEPA are used to express conditions on input, output (and state)
variables.
In the following we discuss in detail one component, the pipe
6:9 , the behavior of the other components being similar. First of all,
@5
 ) or in the leaking mode
6:9 may either be in the ok mode ( 6:9
>Q
( 6:9  ). This is expressed by the first equation 6:9 : the alternatives
within the choice correspond to the modes of behavior of the component. The additional identifier D allows the component to evolve
into a final (absorbing) state whose meaning will be clear in Sec.5.
When the ok mode is selected, the subsequent
behavior depends
@5
 we have a choice:
on the input to the pipe. In the equation 6:9
for each alternative we have an action that specifies a precondition
@R
 ,
on the input and, according to its value, the pipe behaves as 6:9
@52
@52
6:9
or 6:9
. In each case the pipe produces two values: one
is its output, the other is used to simulate leakage. For example, in
@5
 we have a normal (DE#F  ) output and no leakage ( YZ![  )3 .
6:9
The equations describing a component are recursive: in this way
we can describe its behavior across time. As we noticed in Sec.2,
we consider time as a sequence of states (events); thus a pipe, for
example, may receive a stream of inputs across time. In fact, after
producing two outputs it starts again behaving as 6:9 , i.e., it can process another input. For each input it can behave either correctly or
faulty and therefore also time-varying and intermittent behavior can
be easily modeled.
The example of Fig. 1 is composed of a pump, a pipe, a tank, a
collector, which are instances of the corresponding
component types.
 m
is an
We use indexes to denote instances; 6
6 means that 6
instance of the component type 6 (for the sake of simplicity we shall
l
 describes
omit indexes on the names of the actions). Equation
the structure of this system in terms of its components; the cooperation operator is used to specify their connections and the sets 
define action types on which the components synchronize. The hiding operator is used to hide non relevant behavior: actions belonging
to the set ~ , representing the input to the pipe and the internal flows
to 718 and ;:< , are now invisible.
The semantics of each (untimed) PEPA term is given via a Labeled
£?¡ ¤ f where  is the set of states,
Transition System LTS _ad4i d¢
corresponding to syntactic terms of the language, i is the set of actions, and the transition relation £?¡ ¤
specifies which action causes

(components behavior)
(system structure)

l

The operators in the definition of can be used to define component
types behaviors; those in the definition of 6 allow the description of
the structure of a system.
l def
l
Constant. The equation _8 gives the constant the behavior of
component 8 . In this way we assign names to components and we
can define recursive behaviors.
l
Prefix. This is the basic mechanism for specifying behaviors: cer
l
carries out activity c and subsequently behaves as . Sequences of
actions can be combined to build complex terms. For example, the
@R
def
 _
D3E#FO5r D3E#FHGr 6 :
behavior of a pump in mode ok could be 6
after receiving a normal input flow (D3E5F  ), the pump produces a
normal output flow (DE#FHG ) and then behaves as 6 . For the leak
>
>Q@#A
 _def D3E#F  r
G r 6 , the pump producing
modality we can write 6
>Q@5A
G ).
a low output (
Choice. The choice operator captures the possibility of selection
@5
s
>
def

 represents a
among alternatives. For example, 6 _6
6
@5
>Q
 or as 6
 . If all the initial
pump which may behave either as 6
@R
>
 and 6
 are enabled, the choice
activities (preconditions) of 6
is nondeterministic.
Cooperation. The pump 6 passes water to the pipe 6:9 and this can
be modeled in PEPA by means of the cooperation operator, i.e. we
>Q@#A
G2 . The two components 6
can write 6hvyw 6:9?d4_/DE#FHGd
and 6:9 proceed asynchronously with any action not contained in the
>@5A
G  . However, for any action in  ,
cooperation set `_/DE#F G d
they must cooperate. Such action, called shared action, is enabled in
6hvy w 6:9 when it is enabled in the two individual components. If the
cooperation set is empty, the two components proceed independently
and we use the compact notation 616:9 , instead of 6 vxw  6:9 . Notice that this type of cooperation is not restricted to pairs of components but it can involve more than two entities.
Hiding. This operator abstracts some aspects of the behavior of a
component: only action types relevant for the current analysis are
visible to an external observer, or to other components. In the expression 6}|5~ , ~ represents the set of actions that are hidden; for
example DE#F  , in 6}|/DE#F   .




All the details can be found in [8] or at the PEPA Web page
www.dcs.ed.ac.uk/pepa.
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The subscripts are used to distinguish the two outputs of the pipe.
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Components behavior
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_
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>
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_
_
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_

>2

6:9
ax©fª718

@5

718
a-«2f¬;:<

@5

;:<

def

_

def

_


def

_

def

_


def

_

a®Rf¦D3

_

def

following equations:
@R

6

s


>
6

s


>

6:Z

s


(i) TA 
(ii) TAok 
(iii) TAok 

D3

 r D3E#F G r 6
>@5A
G r6
DE#F  r
@
D E#F  r I5E G r 6

@R
s
> 
s


6:9
6:9
 D3

@5
s¨>Q@#A
@5  s

G r 6:9
DE#F G r 6:9
DE#F

DE#F
>Q@5A
@

DE#F
;:<

@

I5E

G r 6:9

(iv) TA 
(v) TA

@5 

 r D3E#F
@R

NQP r 78
s

s

IRE



D3
J
J/W\X
V?E  r VE
r ;:<
J
D3?r D3

su>Q@#A

s

@

 r IRE

>

 r
@

s


>Q@#A

IRE

@

Gr 6:9

>2

NQP r 718

NQP r 718

YZ![  r YZ![

WX

 m

 m

6¯°6:9?

6:9?d718±

 m

78±¯;:<

 m


_

def

ax6





w µ¶R·¸
y²³Rv´*

ax6:9 



;:<

y¹³vx´4w µ¶5·¸


w ·¸ ;:<
f4f4f»|~
´*µvx¶R
>Q@#A
@
>Q@#A
@
J
 d*IRE  d(YZ![  -d V?E  
  _¼&D3E#FHGd
Gd*IRE G22d  _¼&D3E5F  d
>Q@#A
@
J
 d*IRE  d*YZ/[  d-V?E  
~½_¼&D3E#F  d4D3E#F  d
a718º



_

def

s

s

zroÀ\r zroÀr TA 
low À r low À r TA 
high À r high À r TA 


TA vxyw 718 where Á_  zro Àd low À d high À 

Diagnosis is performed starting from a set of observations, possibly
gathered in different states (snapshots). It consists in finding a mode
assignment to each component (in each snapshot) such that the observations are explained.
In terms of PEPA, the observations can be expressed as new equations. In principle, any equation can be used; the simpler (and common) case is when we merely have a sequence of the values observed
by the sensors. For instance:

connections
l

def

_

r!r/r

5 A characterization of diagnosis

r ;:<

Structure of the device
component instances
6

_

def

s

Actions in the set  denote the level of the water (i.e., the values
of the@R state variable associated with@ the tank). When the tank is ok
 ) and the level is zero ( I5E À used as precondition in equa(718
tion a-ÂxÂf ) then the tank behaves as specified by equation a-ÂxÂxÂf : when
@
it receives no input ( IRE  ) it remains empty (i.e., the state variable
@
maintains the same value IRE À ). In order to model the dynamic beK
havior of the tank, equation a-Â f introduces a dummy component
K

which is used in a f to synchronize the output from the tank to
718
the input to the tank itself (in this sense a state variable is regarded as
both an input and an output from the component to itself).

 r YZ/[  r 6:9

Gr 6:9

def

_

s

TAok 
TAlk 
End
°s
s
zroÀ\r TAok 
low À r TAok
s
zro  r zroÀ\r TA 
rr!r

r!rr

 r YZ![  r 6:9

 r YZ/[  r 6:9
>
s¨>Q@5A

DE#FHGr 6:9
>Q@5A
J
 r V?E  r 6:9
@
IRE  r YZ/[  r 6:9
@R
s

78
D3
IRE

def

_

W\X

J

1. <:Z/[  _D3E#F G r YZ![ r D3E5FtNQPr D3?r ±D3 corresponds to observJ
ing one value for each sensor in Fig.1. Action D3 is introduced
to specify that no more observations are available. All the components in Fig.2 have an associated D3 behavior that is used to
terminate the evolution: the system evolves into a final state when
J
all its components execute the shared action D3 .
def

Figure 2. PEPA model for the example in Fig.1

s`>Q@#A

WX

J

G r <  ¯*<  _YZ![
2. <:Z/[  _D3E#F G r < 
r D3E5FtNQPr D3?r D3
corresponds to a case where the reading of the flow sensor from
the pipe is imprecise and we cannot distinguish if it is normal
>@5A
G ).
(DE#F G ) or low (
def



W\X

def

J WX

>Q@#A

J

3. <:Z/[ _ D3E#F G r YZ/[ r D3E5FtNQPr D3E#F G r V?E
r
NQPr D?r D3 corresponds to observing two snapshots, i.e., observations in two different states for the three sensors.
l
and an observations <:Z/[ , the diagGiven a system description
nosis can be characterized starting from the equation

one state to evolve into another.
The LTS describes all possible evolutions of the components, either individually or in cooperation and can be automatically computed using the PEPA Workbench [6], a prototype tool which supports modeling and analysis with PEPA. Qualitative properties, such
as absence of deadlocks or the reachability of a given state, can be
studied by investigating it. Model-checking techniques [3] can also
be used to verify system properties expressed using logical formulas.
¾¿ to denote the transition system
In the following we will use LTS
l
underlying a physical system
.
We end this section by briefly discussing an example of equations
for describing dynamic behavior. In a more accurate model of a tank
we should consider the level of the water inside the tank as a state
variable, whose change depends on the balance between inputs to and
outputs from the tank (the latter are not present in the simple example
we are considering). State variables can be modeled as actions, just
as input and output variables. A model of the tank could contain the
Diagnosis and Model-based Reasoning

def


l

ÂY2Ã

_

def

ax<:Z/[

Ä ³vx´4w µ¶5·¸

l

f°|:~
l

in which
and <:Z/[ are synchronized over the set containing
all the actions the sensors can witness, and ~ is the set of nonobservable actions (for readability we will omit the set ~ in the following equations).

If we compare LTS ¾¿ with the LTS underlying ÂxY2Ã (LTS ¿ ÅP!Æ )
we have that: a(¥&f its size is reduced; a§Rf only some paths lead the
system to the final state; ax©Rf some deadlocks—states from which no
transitions are possible—are introduced.
Only the paths leading the system to the state enabling action
J
D3 correspond to evolutions which explain the observations and are
those of interest for our diagnosis purpose. Other evolutions, which
were possible in SD before synchronization are not allowed anymore
133
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since they correspond to behaviors which do not completely explain
the observations.
l
 of Fig.2 and the observations
For instance, given the equation

above, we can write
<:Z/[

l

_¼&D3E5F

G d

>Q@#A

ÂxYÃ 
G d*I5E

@

l
def

_Ç<:Z![  Ä 
³ vx´4w µ¶5·¸
W\X
J WX
>Q@#A
G d4YZ/[
d?
V E
d4D3E5FtNQPd

NQPd*I5E

@

the available sensors, the modeling abstractions, a number of snapshots of sensor readings. This is an interesting property and the ability to verify it would be very important in different tasks. For example, during the design of a system it can be used to decide the number,
position and type of sensors; during diagnostic software development
it can be used to evaluate alternative modeling assumptions.
Since a general discussion on diagnosability would be too long, we
consider here some simple cases giving the flavor of the adequacy of
PEPA for such an analysis. In particular, we assume that we are only
interested in finding an optimal sensor placement for diagnosability [20].

NQP

According to the observation <:Z/[  , the first sensor witnesses a normal flow D3E#F G from the pump. This observation cuts from LTS ¾¿ ²
>Q@#A
@
G or IRE G since they are
all the paths which start with actions

²
not offered by <:Z![ . Also
the paths in LTS ¾¿ starting with action
J/W\X
WX
D3E5FÈG but expecting VE
are pruned because <:Z/[  expects YZ![ .
By continuing this reasoning, the only evolutions compatible with
J
the observations are those that eventually enable action D . These
are the paths of interest for the
diagnosis. Notice that, as a result of
l»
 and the observations, these are the
the synchronization between
only paths that do not lead to deadlocks in LTS ¿ ÅP!Æ .
More formally, for each component ;  we denote by É  the set
of its behavioral modes, identified by the constants appearing on
the right hand side of the equation defining ;Ê . We then consider

l
def
the equation ÂxY2Ã _{<:Z![ Ä ³vx´4w µ¶5·¸
and the transition system

Definition 3 We say that a system is diagnosable with a given set ÙUÚ
of sensors if and only if (i) for any relevant combination of sensors
readings there is only one minimal candidate diagnosis and (ii) all
faults of the system correspond to a candidate diagnosis for some
sensor reading.
By relevant we mean that we consider only the combinations that
can occur in reality4 . In terms of PEPA this property can be tested by
studying the equations


Ë
OË;  qr/r!rÌÊ
Ë; Í
LTS ¿ ÅP!Æ . Each state in LTS ¿ nPÆ is in the form <
where Ë< is the state of the observation and Ê
Ë;  is the state of coms
¥
ponent ;  . We call final state the state ±D3jÎr!rrCHD3 (D
times).

ÂxY2ÃR

def

_Ç<:Z/[/ Ä ³v´4w µ¶5·¸

l

l

for different sets of sensors ÙUÚ and the corresponding sets of observable actions, and for all relevant combinations of observations
<:Z![  for the selected sensors. This study has to be repeated for different set of sensors until we find the set that makes the system di
l
agnosable. Notice that in the equations ÂxY2ÃR , the PEPA model
of the system under investigation is left unchanged. Varying the set
l
of sensors corresponds to varying the observation and the sets and
~ .
A system is diagnosable if for all <:Z/[/ and the corresponding
LTS ¿ nP!Æ*Û , we have that for each LTS ¿ ÅP!Æ*Û the paths have the following property:

Definition 1 We say that a path ÏÐ_z[  [  r!r!r[/Í in the LTS of
l
<:Z/[ Ä ³vx´4w µ¶5·¸
is consistent with observations <:Z![ if it leads from
the initial state to the final state.
From each consistent path Ï it is possible to extract a diagnosis.
Let us start from the case where the observations correspond to a
single snapshot (i.e., at most one reading for each sensor). In this
case a diagnosis is simply the set of behavioral modes corresponding
to states ; Ë  in Ï .

l

Definition 4 Given a set
_Ü/Ï  d!r!rr!d*Ï Í  of paths, we say
l

that
the paths in are d-equivalent iff ÝRÞ such that Ö a-Ï Õ fÌ_
ß

Öâa-Ï  f .
Qà 4á á Í

Definition 2 Given a consistent path Ïu_[  [  r!r!r[ Í , a candidate
diagnosis ÑÒa-ÏÓf is the set of behavioral modes Z  gÔÉ  such that Z 
corresponds to some state Ë;  in [*Õ . Given a diagnosis ÑÒa-Ïf , Ñ×ÖÊa-ÏÓf
is the set of fault modes in ÑÒa-Ïf .

that is, d-equivalent paths correspond to the same minimal candidate
diagnosis; the computation of d-equivalence can be made automatic
using the PEPA Workbench.
l»

Property 1 A system
is diagnosable with respect to a set ÙUÚ of
l
sensors with corresponding observables actions if (i) for all relevant observations <:Z/[  we have that all consistent paths in the LTS
l»
of <:Z![& Ä ³vx´4w µ¶R·¸
are d-equivalent and (ii) all faults correspond
to at least one path for some Obs  .

A candidate diagnosis is thus an assignment of a mode to each
one of the components and we can show that the set of candidate
diagnoses according to Definition 2 coincides with the diagnoses
that would be computed by abductive diagnosis [4]. In analogy with
the abductive approach, we can also define a notion of minimal diagnosis, i.e., a diagnosis that contains a non-redundant set of fault
modes [4].
Let us consider now the case of multiple snapshots. In this case
a path Ï can be partitioned into a sequence Ï  d!rr!r!d4Ï3Ø of subpaths, each one corresponding to a single snapshot. We thus have
that a diagnosis ÑÒa-ÏÓf is a sequence of single-snapshot diagnoses
Ñ  a-Ïfdr!r!r*Ñ×Øa-Ïf , where each Ñ  a-ÏÓf is obtained from Ï  according
to Definition 2.

Let us=?consider
again the>QJ&example
of Fig.1. We have three potential
>Q@#ACB
>J/KJ&>QL?M
KJ&> SUT
d
d
sensors
and we are interested in finding
which minimal subset(s) of them is sufficient for having a diagnosable system. We first start by studying the cases where we use only
>J/KJ&>QL?M
one sensor at a time. For example, if we consider sensor
, we
can have only three relevant observations
<:Z/[ 

<:Z/[

<:Z/[ 
_

def

>Q@#A

J
D ?r ±D3
NQP r 3

Thus we have to study three equations of the form:

6 Specifying and testing diagnosability



In this section we show that PEPA is a suitable framework for testing
the diagnosability of a system. Intuitively, studying the diagnosability of a system corresponds to studying if it can be diagnosed given
Diagnosis and Model-based Reasoning

J
def
_{D3E#F NQP r D3?r D3
@
J
def
_ãI5E NQP r 3
D ?r ±D3

ÂxY2Ã

def

_{<:Z/[/ Ä ³vx´4w µ¶5·¸

l



l

_¼&D3E#FONQPd

>Q@#A

NQPd4IRE

@

NQP2



In some cases the values of sensors readings may be related or constrained,
hence not all the combinations are significant.
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It turns out that for <:Z![  the system is not diagnosable since
d-equivalent
paths corresponding
to the
LTS ¿ ÅP!Æ ¹ contains two non




two minimal diagnosis  _#6  leaking  and  _Ð&6:9 
leaking  .
On the other hand, it can be shown that when using the two sen>J/KJ&>QLM
>J/KJ&> ST
and
the system is diagnosable. In fact, for any
sors
combination of values of these two sensors all paths in the corresponding LTS ¿ ÅP!Æ Û are d-equivalent. Item (ii) of property 1, i.e. the
fact that each fault corresponds to at least one path, can be easily
verified as well.
More generally, since <:Z![ can be any algebraic expression, we can
test other dimensions concerning diagnosability. For example, one
could check if taking into account the relative ordering of snapshots
is relevant for diagnosis (i.e., if a state-based approach is sufficient
[22]). This can be done by checking if the two following expressions
lead to the same set of diagnoses for all relevant snapshots <:Z/[/ and
<:Z/[*Õ




def

Ä ³Rvx´*w µ¶R·¸

ÂY2ÃR Õ

_{<:Z/[/4r <:Z/[ Õ

ÂY2Ã Õ 

_{<:Z/[ Õ r <:Z![/ Ä ³Rvx´*w µ¶R·¸

def

sis and diagnosability; last but not least, it comes with a suite of tools
for testing system properties which can be extended for our diagnosis
purposes.
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7 Conclusions
We have shown that process algebras (and PEPA in particular) are
suitable techniques for model-based diagnosis and for studying diagnostic properties of physical systems. What we presented can be
regarded as a preliminary work since we have not exploited all the
potentialities of the formalism yet. In particular, we will investigate
the exploitation of deterministic and stochastic time algebraic extensions to deal with time in physical systems and in the diagnostic process. Moreover, we will investigate how more complex properties
concerning diagnosis and diagnosability can be defined and verified
within our framework, taking advantage of the possibility of using
any equation for representing the observations.
To the best of our knowledge, similar approaches have been considered in [18, 19, 16]. In [18] the behavior of system components
is modeled with automata and the system description is obtained
through automata composition. This kind of description is indeed
similar to the LTS described in a previous section; a major difference
is that the authors of [18] describe components as discrete event systems, whereas we use structure and function models. In [18] diagnosis and diagnosability are defined starting from the notion of a diagnoser; this is an automaton that takes an observation as input while
its final state represents the diagnosis. The diagnoser introduces a
further step in the diagnostic process, since it has to be compiled;
moreover it depends on the set of observables, and therefore has to
be rebuilt when this set changes. The complexity of the diagnoser depends on the assumptions on the observable events. [16] exploits the
diagnoser approach too, though starting from a system description
based on temporal communicating automata.
In our case the system description takes the role of the diagnoser as
well; once it is synchronized with an observation it is able to perform
diagnosis. Notice also that this is done without making assumptions
on which parameters can be observed, or for example on whether
the order of observations is known or not. The choice about that is
left to the observer, who is represented by an algebraic expression
and is simply composed with the system itself. The same holds for
definition and verification of system diagnosability.
What comes out is that PEPA allows an intensional and truly compositional description of the system to be diagnosed; separating the
system itself from the observer leads to flexible notions of diagnoDiagnosis and Model-based Reasoning
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